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Gosund EP8 Wi-Fi smart plug
The  Gosund  EP8  plug  will  allow  you  to  turn  ordinary  appliances  in  your  home  into  smart  devices.  It  allows  you  to  remotely  control
connected equipment - just use the Gosund, Smart Life or TUYA app. It is also compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant voice
assistants.  It  also allows you to create work schedules,  set  timers and control  selected devices in groups.  Make managing your smart
home easier with EP8!
 
Plenty of possibilities with the app
Now everything you need is at your fingertips. The EP8 plug is compatible with apps such as Gosund, TUYA and Smart Life. This means
you can conveniently control the equipment connected to it with your smartphone! With just a few clicks, for example, you can turn the
device on or off, set an operating schedule or adjust settings.
 
Voice control
Now you can make it even easier to control your chosen equipment. The EP8 plug is compatible with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa
smart  assistants,  so  you can operate it  with  simple voice commands.  Are you cooking and your  hands are busy,  and could use some
extra lighting? Or maybe you're going to bed and don't want to get out of bed to turn off the lights? With the Gosund EP8, a few words
are all it takes to turn a certain device on or off, for example!
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Device sharing
Do you want other members of your family to also be able to control devices connected to EP8 outlets remotely? It's possible! Once you
add the selected equipment to the app, you can share it with other users. This way your loved ones can conveniently operate the coffee
maker or turn off the light if they forget to do so before leaving the house.
 
Schedules and timers
Create for yourself a smart home where you can live well. EP8 outlets allow you to set operating schedules for connected devices. So, for
example, you can make the coffee maker automatically prepare aromatic coffee at 7:00 a.m. when you get out of bed, and turn off the
lights at 11:00 p.m. when you go to sleep. There's also a timer function so that the selected appliance will automatically turn itself off
after a set time.
 
Improved design
Bet on the highest quality and choose equipment that will serve you well for a long time. The Gosund EP8 socket is made of fireproof PC
V0 plastic - it is extremely durable and robust. It uses a Wi-Fi connection, and its configuration is very simple - it will not cause you much
trouble. What's more, the product can withstand a maximum load of 16A, which gives you plenty of application possibilities.
 
Brand
Gosund
Model
EP8
Number of pieces per package
1
Current
16A
Max. power
3680W
Dimensions
∅55*55*74mm
Material
Fire-resistant PC V0
Voltage
220-240V
Wi-Fi
2.4GHz 802.11b/g/n
Wi-Fi Chipset
RTL8720CF
App
Gosund / Smart Life / TUYA
Compatibility
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant
Security type
LED
Timer switch
Yes
Status signaling
LED
Current energy measurement
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No
Grounding hole
Yes

Preço:

€ 9.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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